Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. Any finitely generated module's projective dimension is realized as the projective dimension of some cyclic module with three relations. This result was previously known for local rings.
1. Introduction. We say an ideal is triply generated when three (or fewer) elements generate it. We will use /{-sequences in global rings and the notation for grade, G(A), according to, for instance, Kaplansky [4, pp. 84 ff. ; note exercises 11, 12, 23 of §3 -1] . For projective dimension we use d(A), subscripted when necessary to identify the ring.
A paper by Burch [2] shows that if O^s^G(R), where R is local, then for some triply generated ideal I, dR(RlT)=s. Furthermore, if the local ring is not regular, then some triply generated ideal has infinite dimension. We discovered how to apply Burch's proof of the infinite case to the finite case, unifying the methods. Better yet, the unified method is applied to global rings in the finite case. (The local infinite result gives the global infinite result.) The preceding is what we present in this paper. Our basic lemmas are in the next section, and the theorems are proved in the section after.
Theorem A. Let A be a finitely generated module of the commutative Noetherian ring R, d(A)=h (possibly infinite). Then for some triply generated idealI,d(R\l)=h.
2. Reducing generating sets. Given certain types of sets of elements from the (always commutative) ring R, we produce smaller sets such that all generated ideals in sight have the same dimension.
Proposition.
Let X, a, b, c, d be a sequence of n elements from the ring R (so X is a subsequence and n^.4) such that every proper subsequence constitutes an R-sequence in any order and
(ii) X, ab, cd, ac+bd is a sequence ofn-l elements of R, and (iii) X, ab, cd is an R-sequence in any order.
Proof.
We need the assurance that everything occurs in some proper ideal. For this, note that d(X, a, b,c,d)>0. The truth of (ii) is clear.
We prove (iii). Let ( )' be a permutation so that (X, ab, cd)' is in the order in which we are to show it an ^-sequence. By hypothesis (X, a, c)' and (X, b, c)' are ^-sequences. Therefore (X, ab, c)' and (X, ab, d)' are .resequences, and so (X, ab, cd) is an /(-sequence, establishing (iii). As a consequence, we record, d((X, ab, cd))=n-3. Using #( ) for number of, this is because #(X, ab, cd)=n-2 [4, Exercise 1, p. 127].
In order to prove (i) we will calculate the dimension of (X, ab, cd):
ac+bd. To do this, we show it equal to (X,a,c)C\ ( The last element of the sequence X, ab, cd, ac + bd given by the proposition now needs to be changed if the sequence is to satisfy the proposition's hypotheses, permitting an iteration. This change can be made on the condition, which we henceforth assume, that the ring be Noetherian. Suppose given an /{-sequence in one order and another element, together generating an ideal of "large enough" dimension: By Lemma 2 on the /{-sequence followed by Lemma 1, we can satisfy the proposition unless we are handling "too few" elements. The proposition yields a set of elements fewer in number by one, so the dimension is still large enough. We no longer need Lemma 2 after the first application. We explain "large" and "few".
Corollary.
Let N^R be a finite set which, with one element deleted, We are left with the case of infinite dimension, h. The existence of such a module means that R is nonregular globally or, more to the point, for some maximal ideal M the local ring Rv is nonregular and dR (MM)= oo.
(Consult [1, loe. cit.] and [5, p. 184].) Choose a maximal iv-sequence X in MM on RM. Then for some u e MM-(X), MM=(X):u. By examining (X, u)l(X) we find dRji((X, w))=co. With N=X, u, our corollary is satisfied on RM. This is the case previously known [2] . The triply generated ideal of RM so obtained is easily restricted to a triply generated, infinite dimensional ideal of R. Q.E.D.
The theorem has various statements, actually. There is the global version of Burch's statement in terms of grade and regularity. We also record the B version.
